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Top executive departures
indicate a hard start to
Apple Car project
Article

There’s been a revolving door of executives at Apple tied to the company’s autonomous car

project. Apple is constantly trying to define its next big product, and autonomous vehicle tech

has been in the skunkworks in Cupertino since 2014. Apple has hundreds of engineers working

on self-driving tech as well as a group working on an actual vehicle, per Bloomberg.

https://www.macrumors.com/roundup/apple-car/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-06-02/apple-loses-several-top-managers-from-self-driving-car-division
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High-pro�le departures and hundreds of employee layo�s point to strife within the AV
division. Departures from the top of the car group include Dave Scott who was the lead on

robotics, Jaime Waydo who led autonomous car safety and regulation, and Benjamin Lyon, the

proponent of the Apple Car project who left in February. Apple also laid o� 200 employees

connected to the AV division in 2019. Conversely, Apple has been actively recruiting

automotive executives, namely from EV market leader Tesla. 

Apple has been testing self-driving vehicles on public roads in California since 2017 using
SUVs out�tted with sensors and cameras. Apple also ramped up its Apple Maps image

collection around the US for accurate and updated mapping it can use for autonomous

driving applications. “We're focusing on autonomous systems. It's a core technology that we

view as very important,” said CEO Tim Cook in 2017. “We sort of see it as the mother of all AI

projects. It's probably one of the most di�cult AI projects to actually work on."

Despite assembling a team of ex-Tesla executives with several hundred engineers on the
project, an Apple Car is at least 5–7 years away. Apple faces challenges including finding

manufacturing partners, investing in battery technology, creating a service and charging

infrastructure. They also need to safely integrate their software, hardware, and services into a

vehicle platform. Granted, these are challenges faced by all new entrants, but Apple will likely

aim for the premium end of the market, which will invite scrutiny from regulators and the car

industry at large. “Anyone can make a car if they have the technical ability," said Akio Toyoda,

Chairman of the Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association and Toyota President. ”But,

once they make a car, I hope they'll recognize they have to steel themselves for 40 years of

responding to customers and to various changes."

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-06-02/apple-loses-several-top-managers-from-self-driving-car-division
https://techcrunch.com/2021/02/17/astra-hires-longtime-apple-veteran-benjamin-lyon-as-chief-engineer/
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/01/24/apple-lays-off-over-200-from-project-titan-autonomous-vehicle-group.html
https://9to5mac.com/2021/01/07/apple-car-tesla-executives-report/
https://www.engadget.com/2019-07-23-apple-hires-tesla-vp.html
https://www.macrumors.com/2017/04/14/apple-dmv-permit-autonomous-car-testing/
https://maps.apple.com/imagecollection/
https://www.macrumors.com/2017/06/13/tim-cook-confirms-apple-autonomous-driving/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/toyota-chief-says-apple-is-welcome-to-make-a-car-but-11615442109
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